
It’s time for a
Diagnostic Revolution
With the new
GE Revolution
CT scan installation





The Revolution CT Introduces Gemstone Xtream 
Technology which is considered the first volume 
spectral CT technology designed to improve:

Small lesion detection, such as cysts. 
Tissue characterization. 
Metal artifact reduction, and motion correction.
Fast KV switching which means ability
to visualize the soft and hard tissues 
both with high quality.
Wide bore of the CT scanner
opening which reaches to 80 cm, 
this means accommodating
large patients easity.

Get to know the Advanced Technology:

It’s time for a
Diagnostic Revolution
With the new GE Revolution
CT scan installation

SKGH Radiology Department proudly
announces the installation of the 
uncompromised GE CT, a CT that could 
address the needs of all the patients, even the 
challenging ones with optimum image Quality.



Revolution CT features the latest Technologies designed to help 
you acquire high quality images using lower doses of radiation. 
The applied Technologies contribute to a more accurate diagnosis 
and lower exposure for patients across routine and advanced 
exams, particularly the pediatric and vulnerable patients. 

Due to the highly advanced technology applied and machine 
ability to identify all the patient previous details and imaging 
protocols. The workflow is highly fast and patients are able to 
finish the whole exams in great speed 

At any Heart rate is enabled by a prospectively ECG-gated 
whole heart cardiac axial acquisition protocol that utilizes 160 
mm of 
High-definition coverage with 0.28s rotation speed and 
real-time control to complete the scan in a single beat 

Radiation Safety Solution,
Advanced Smart DoseTechnology:

Technology enhanced workflow process:

Cardiac & Cardiovascular Beat,
High definition,
motion free coronary images

Application of the Revolution CT:



Allows for acquiring motion free coronaries,
rest or stress perfusion and 
Functional data in a single beat, giving you a
comprehensive 
Assessment and potentially reducing the 
need for additional imaging tests. 

Dedicated TAVR protocols allow mixing of 
ECG gated cardiac axial acquisition with non 
ECG gated modes covering the 700mm 
anatomy in less than 10 seconds.

The system also allows single beat acquisition 
for cardiac calcium Scoring 

The system allows for robust Triple Rule Out 
studies with motion free coronaries, PE &
The system can cover the entire thorax 
anatomy in under 3 seconds to

Aorta Imaging  

Triple phase
liver imaging 

Beat, comprehensive
cardiac assessment

Scanning for TAVR planning 

Calcium Scoring 

Triple Rule Out

Is enabled by dynamic acquisition mode in 
Revolution CT. Low mA acquisition with smart 
smoothing in image processing application 
results in accurate perfusion metrics at very 
low doses

Comprehensive Stroke workup
Neurology 



The Revolution system is also capable of 
acquiring neuro-perfusion and CTA of the 
brain in a single exam to enable comprehen-
sive functional & anatomical assessment of 
the brain. 
Routine head scans can be performed in less 
than a second

HD, motion free coronaries, PE & aortic dissec-
tion in a single exam covering the entire 
thorax in less than 3 seconds.

Split second pediatric trauma acquisition of 
abdomen / pelvis is enabled by wide 16cm 
z-coverage, thus reducing the need for seda-
tion and eliminating unnecessary repetition of 
scans in young children due to failed seda-
tion, as is the case in 5%29 of conventional 
exams, shown in a large trial.

The Revolution CT can acquire high definition 
images of the bone with excellent detail & signif-
icantly reduced artifacts from metal objects 
such as screws and plates. 

4D imaging mode can acquire kinetic studies to 
assess joint articulation up to 16cm coverage.

Whole body scans
with bone and tissue

workout in
amazing speed. 

Comprehensive 
Carotid imaging Emergency & Trauma

Pediatrics 

Musculoskeletal Imaging


